Julie Albert ’11

Jesuit Volunteers Corps Northwest 2011-2012

I spent a year in service with Jesuit Volunteer Corps Northwest in the remote town of Bethel, Alaska. Bethel is located on the tundra, with winter temperatures that (not infrequently) reach 70 below zero and summer days where the sun doesn’t set until 4 in the morning. Bethel is comprised of a mostly native Yup’ik Eskimo population, and exists primarily as a subsistence culture; the people in Bethel rely on the tundra to provide them the food they need to survive. But Bethel is also at the heart of a struggle between modernity and tradition, the emphasis placed from between being the best possible provider for one’s family to who is the fastest on a snowmobile. The community has also had more than its fair share of hardship, as a traditionally native area under siege by outside ideals, technologies and diseases such as tuberculosis and alcoholism.

My job, in this ever-changing conflict for a balance between the old and the new, was at the Eddie Hoffman Senior Center for Yu’pik elders. An average day for me could include anything from assisting in preparation of traditional dishes for lunch, to escorting elders to various appointments, to advocating for them so that they might still continue to maintain their independence, to bringing in other members of the community to the Center so that every elder felt like a vital member of his or her community. The very favorite part of my day was just listening to the elders. They had incredible stories. Some of the men would tell me about going on moose hunts when they were younger, or running sled dogs unbelievable distances, while women would tell me about being sent to far away boarding schools, or the challenges of raising a family in such an unforgiving climate. They referred to themselves as my Eskimo grandparents, and I spent many a day with them laughing myself hoarse at my own attempts to learn Yup’ik, or being humbled by the hardships many of them had endured, still as cheery as ever. I learned more from the elders than I thought possible, and I feel blessed to have been given to be a part of such a vibrant community for a year.

Jesuit Volunteer Corps Northwest afforded me what has certainly been the most amazing opportunity of my life thus far, and I strongly recommend looking into their program if you are interested in a year of service that will allow you to discover an often less-explored area of our country (Montana and Pacific Northwest) where opportunities for service and personal growth are endless. Visit the website at www.jvcnorthwest.org, or feel free to contact me directly at julie.albert.22@gmail.com. Submitted November 2012
George Anderson ’11

Upaya Zen Center 2012

After graduating, I traveled abroad to volunteer and came back to the States to work in conflict resolution, but something was missing. I decided to pursue Zen spirituality more avidly. Sure enough, I found myself in New Mexico at Upaya Zen Center. Upaya, Sanskrit for skillful means, devotes its energy to the cultivation of compassionate action informed by wisdom. Here at Upaya, social engagement is key. Although residents meditate for about 2.5 hours a day and have a Buddhist service every morning, the focus is very much realizing that there is no separation between contemplation and action. In essence, service is not simply an extension of meditation- it is no other than meditation.

Upaya trains many professionals, many in the healthcare fields, how to allow the truths of impermanence, interconnection, and of course love influence every action they take. Upaya has taught me more than I can express about myself and the world around me. All of my interactions here have been informed by my practice of Zen meditation, and the community greatly challenges its residents and retreatants to investigate for themselves what service really is. Truly, the intention of Buddhist practice is to alleviate suffering in oneself and others, and here at Upaya, it is treated as a science: what is the best way to serve?

Grounded in deep principles such as Not-Knowing or Bearing witness in addition to the other ethical guidelines of practice, Upaya does not provide a black and white attitude toward service, but rather trains their residents and guests to become adaptable and serve this unpredictable world with skillful balance and grace. Who knows what my future is with Upaya, but I certainly know that I am more useful to the world because of it. For more information about Upaya, visit www.upaya.org or contact George at bodhi.george@gmail.com. Submitted July 2012

Margaret Bouffard ’07

André House 2007-2008

After graduating from Stonehill in 2007, I did a year of service in Phoenix, AZ working at André House, a hospitality center for the poor and homeless. André House provides daytime services such as clothing distribution, showers, laundry, and serves dinner six nights a week. There is also a transitional home for people who are working, saving money, and need a safe place to stay before getting back on their feet. Our schedule consisted of working at the hospitality building covering the different services, spending one night shift a week at the transitional home, with one and half days off each week. André House was founded in the charism of the Congregation of Holy Cross and the tradition of the Catholic Worker. Coming from a Holy Cross institution at Stonehill, it made it easy to fall into the community at André House. The André House volunteers live in a house together and the Holy Cross priests and brother on staff live in another house in the neighborhood. The staff begins each day with Mass where some of the guests we serve join, too. Not only is the staff a close and fun community, but the local volunteers that help at André House are absolutely wonderful. About thirty volunteers help daily at André House and many invited us over to use their pools, have cookouts, or just spend some time with their family (which is really
nice when you’re thousands of miles from your own family). Now, three years later, I still keep in touch and visit people about once a year. I also formed close relationships with the guests at André House and enjoyed hearing their life stories. They’re used to having new staffs come in and out each year and are eager to get to know us.

Although André House was very positive for my life, it was certainly challenging physically, emotionally, and spiritually. Many of the guests are mentally ill or drug addicts although some are merely out of work and pretty average. Their needs were often emotionally draining, but working with the guests day in and day out instilled many skills in me. I learned strong interpersonal skills, grew in maturity, responsibility, faith, and assertiveness. After being at André House for a year, I feel like I could do any job. I highly recommend André House as a volunteer opportunity for people look for a faith-based, community-centered program that has direct contact with the poor and homeless.

Logistically, André House takes good care of its volunteers. Housing, food, cars and gas, dental and health insurance are all taken care of. Plus we got a $100.00 stipend each month which was more than enough for socializing. We also got a one-week vacation and two shorter retreats to take whenever we wanted during the year, except during December and January which were the busiest times of the year. All in all, I strongly encourage people to do a year at André House. For more information contact Margaret at boufalouf@yahoo.com or visit www.andrehouse.org. Submitted March 2011

Lauren Carroll ’12

Stonehill Extension Dominican Republic 2012-2013

I found it surprisingly difficult to explain my plans for this year. I threw around the phrase “post-grad service,” assuming most people would have an idea of what that meant. Most did not. I couldn’t believe the number of times people would reply, “Oh, so you’re going into the….military?” Most of them seemed as thrown off by the thought of me enlisting, as I was by being asked what branch I was going into. I then began to explain my post-grad plans differently, saying that I was moving to the Dominican Republic for a year to work as a volunteer. However, the looks of confusion on many people’s faces did not change. Although many were excited when I told them my plans, there were others that asked me why. The job market had improved; I should be able to get a job. Others would say that it’s admirable that I’m “giving up” a year of my life. However, I’m not here because I can’t get a job, nor do I feel I am sacrificing my time. I’m here for the experience: the culture, the people, the challenges, the issues, the relationships, the confusion, the language….. This is the epitome of me living my life.

I feel incredibly lucky to have attended a school where service is an integral part of the community and student experience. This was something I knew little about upon choosing to go to Stonehill; however it quickly became a vital part of my college (and post-college) experience. The volunteer experiences I had at Stonehill allowed me to discover what I’m passionate about. Additionally, my experience studying abroad in Sevilla, Spain showed me how incredible it is to not only experience another culture, but to live there and become a part of that culture. There is a huge difference between visiting a place and living there, and I wanted to experience that again on an even deeper level.
So, here I am. I’ve been in the DR for almost a month now through Stonehill’s International Extension Program. This is the fourth year that they’ve sent alumni down to work for el Patronato Benéfico Oriental (PBO), a non-profit organization in the city of La Romana. Founded by a group of local women in 1976, the PBO works to improve the lives of underprivileged children in the community by ensuring that their basic and educational needs are met. The PBO’s main project is the Hogar del Niño, also known as “the Hogar”, which is a school and daycare that serves upwards of 1,500 children ranging from newborns to 18 years old. In addition to education, they receive three meals a day, as well as health and dental care. The PBO also runs a vocational school, which trains adults in specialized areas, such as carpentry and sewing, with the hope of providing them with greater employment opportunities. Finally, the PBO opened up the Social Diagnostic Center, or Diagnóstica Social, two years ago. Located next to Central Romana Hospital, the health clinic offers advanced care in the areas of medical imaging and diagnostics to all patients regardless of their ability to pay. Previously, these types of services were unavailable in this part of the country.

My role this year consists of working at Diagnóstica Social, and the Hogar. The specifics of my projects are still being worked out and the uncertainty is driving me crazy, but I’m learning to be patient as my roles here develop. Ideas are constantly running through my mind, but implementing them is far more difficult than I had anticipated. I’m so anxious to accomplish big things, yet I’m learning more and more that the important thing is to be present in the moment. For more information visit www.stonehill.edu/extension or email Lauren at lauren.carroll26@gmail.com. Submitted August 2012

Andrew Cutter ’09

AmeriCorps NCCC 2009-2010

I participated in a ten month program with AmeriCorps*NCCC (National Civilian Community Corps) at the Southwest campus in Denver, CO. From Denver, I travelled with a 12-person team to various locations where we completed a two-month project with a non-profit organization. After the two months, we would go back to Denver for a "transition week" and then leave again for another project round. My projects were: Rebuilding Together New Orleans, New Orleans, LA (two project rounds): Work included housing reconstruction, deconstruction, salvaging materials, painting, finishing work. New Orleans is a fantastic city! Community Action Project, Tulsa, OK: We did free income tax preparation for low-income families. It doesn’t sound glamorous, but it was a great project. We lived in an old community center that had a full size indoor basketball court, a pool table, and huge kitchen and separate bathrooms (these things matter when you’re living with 11 other people). Missouri Department of Conservation, Williamsburg, MO: This was my favorite project. We lived in a small cabin in a conservation area in the middle of nowhere. On good days, we did prescribed burns on different areas of land in the region. These "burns" were used for prairie restoration. Some days we would leave early in the morning and not get home until 7 or 8 at night, but during the day we would have burned upwards of four or five hundred acres of land. On bad burning days, we did "invasive species removal" which is basically glorified weeding and we also removed barbed-wire fencing. My team also was part of a disaster response in Corinth, MS, due to flash flooding. This lasted only a couple of weeks, but we lived in a Red Cross center and helped residents of the town recover from the flooding. The people there were the most hospitable people I’d ever met.
My year in AmeriCorps, though frustrating and challenging at times, was the best year of my life. I'll never have the opportunity to do what I did in that year again for the rest of my life. I made lifelong friends and memories that I'll never forget. If you're thinking about doing it, ask yourself, what's holding you back? For more information visit [www.americorps.gov](http://www.americorps.gov) or contact Andrew at drewcutter@gmail.com.

Submitted March 2011

Katy Fallavollita ‘10

**Bon Secours Volunteer Ministry 2010-2011**

I am a volunteer with Bon Secours Volunteer Ministry in Baltimore, MD for the year 2010-2011. BSVM is a smaller program than many, with 6 members this year. My year has been an amazing experience so far. The program has 5 pillars it focuses on including service, community, spirituality, living simply, and God's justice. I really like all the ideals it combines and the importance it places on each of those pillars. Each pillar is challenging but also a huge learning experience throughout the entire year. My volunteer site is at Bon Secours Hospital in Baltimore in the Vascular Lab. Bon Secours is a small community hospital whose mission is to provide good help to those in need. My main task each day is transporting patients from their hospital rooms to the vascular lab for their testing. I spend most of my day interacting with patients. I help run the clinics when patients come into see the Doctors and I also help at free health screenings in the community.

Overall I have absolutely loved my year so far. It has been a growing experience in many ways. I am learning a lot about connecting with patients as well as learning about many of the challenges people face that live in poverty. I definitely recommend doing a year of service after college. It has helped me grow in many unexpected ways and is also helping me with my future career goals. On top of all of that, it has also been a lot of fun! For more information visit [www.bonsecours.org](http://www.bonsecours.org) or contact Katy at kfallavollita@gmail.com. Submitted March 2011 (pictured l-r Sarah Wilson ’10 and Katy Fallavollita ’10)

Breanna Holland ‘10

**Teach Next Year 2010-2011**

I am currently working as a Resident Teacher at the Community Academy of Science and Health (a BPS high school in Hyde Park) while also completing my M.Ed through the University of Massachusetts at Boston. During the first month or so I worked directly with my mentor teacher and observed many of her classes. When I was comfortable, I took over two of my mentor's classes with whom I had been working and I am now their full-time teacher. I am teaching a US History II and ESL Level 2 class. During this experience I am able to put my own ideas and theories about teaching, diversity, and hope; as well as the lessons and theories of my graduate classes to work. I work directly with students who are mostly immigrants or children of immigrants (mostly Haitian and Hispanic in this school). I teach content as well as life skills while trying to bring their academic skills and language up to grade level. Throughout the Boston Public Schools, students struggle with reading and writing as well as skills due to a multitude of reasons. I commit my time and energy to fighting that battle as well as instilling in them the sense of discipline, responsibility, and self-reliance they will need to graduate high school, go to college, and succeed in life. I feel this program is important because it forces each resident to combat diversity, prejudice, and teaching head-on, and through the masters program, sets you up to continue this noble work as a career. Every child deserves a good education and a dedicated teacher. For more information
Heather Johns ‘10

WorldTeach Thailand 2010-2011

WorldTeach is a non-profit organization that sends volunteers to teach in developing countries around the world. I am currently serving in the rural northeastern province of Nakhon Phanom (NP), Thailand. English is a required part of the Thai education system, but schools here do not have the resources to hire well-educated English teachers. As volunteers we have the opportunity to teach Thai students, but we also have the opportunity to share teaching strategies with Thai teachers as well. After our month-long orientation (where we learned language, culture, teaching strategies, and started our TEFL certification) we all headed off to our rural placements. I was placed in Kut Chim, a village of about 1000 people an hour outside the provincial city. The villagers were mostly rice-farmers, and there was one small restaurant in the center of town. I had my own small wooden house on the property of one of the co-teachers at my high school. For 2 months I taught English to about 130 students in grades 7-12, all with very limited English proficiency. It was a challenging but wonderful experience. The bonds that I was able to make with my students were amazing, despite the enormous language barrier.

In January, I was given the unique opportunity to move into the city of NP and work as the Assistant Field Director for my program. While I was sad about leaving my school, I was really excited about the new position. I work in the School District’s office, and really enjoy speaking Thai (or trying to) with my co-workers. Each week I travel to a different school to do a site report and teaching observation. I work closely with the volunteers and assist them with anything they might need. I am also in close contact with WorldTeach’s home office in Boston; creating teaching resources, planning for volunteer conferences, and researching new placements for next year. I am also able to tutor my old students as well as community members here in NP. Along with the district’s English director, I am creating a teacher training conference for about 250 English teachers from northeastern Thailand.

In my experiences as both an English teacher, and field director, I have learned so much about Thai culture and the education system. WorldTeach is an incredible organization, and I highly recommend it to anyone looking to teach abroad. Check out www.worldteach.org for more info on their programs worldwide. Also, please feel free to email me with any questions you may have: heatherjohns87@gmail.com.

Submitted March 2011

Allison King ‘10

City on a Hill Charter School 2010-2012

I have been completing a year of service at City on a Hill Charter Public High School in Roxbury, Massachusetts. I work as a full time tutor with students. I do a lot of the same work as teachers, but I work with students in groups of three or four. I create lesson plans in reading, writing, and math on the skills they need to be successful in high school, college, and the "real world". Most students come into the school several grades behind. I work with 10 freshman and three seniors. Nearly all of my freshmen came into school this year reading at a 7th grade or lower grade level. Their math skills are as inept. My job is to help cover the ground they have missed. After school, my work continues when I either tutor sophomores...
preparing for the MCAS, or I work with a student who is failing one of his classes. Currently I work with a student who failed English and has only a cursory understanding of our language. Additionally, most tutors are involved in an extra-curricular activity. I am the co-advisor to the STEP team, and we practice after school for three hours a week.

It’s definitely a lot of work, and I spend easily 11 hours each day at work. But no one gets into a year of service for the short days and the pay. It is the most rewarding thing I have ever done; in fact, I have signed on to do a second year. I will be working in a leadership position this year and serving as mentor to new tutors while still working as a tutor myself. It has changed my life in so many ways, and I encourage anyone who is considering post-graduate service to do it. I have learned so much about myself, the world around me, and gotten to know people from across the globe. The school was recently featured on NECN. For more information, visit www.cityonahill.org or email Allison at aking165@gmail.com. Submitted March 2011

Marissa LaPointe ’08

AmeriCorps NCCC 2008-2009

During my time at Stonehill, I had been very involved in the HOPE trips and really enjoyed all the service work. I knew that after graduation (2008), I wanted to spend some time doing service work full-time. I had heard of the program AmeriCorps NCCC and liked the different set-up of it from the other AmeriCorps programs. In AmeriCorps NCCC, members were put into teams of 10-12 people and travelled every 6-8 weeks doing new types of service work for an entire year. I applied with a friend and we were both accepted to the year-long program. We left for Sacramento, CA (where we were "stationed" for the year, kind of like a check-in between every project) in October. We were put into teams and prepared to ship out. I was sent to five different places over the course of my year: Austin, TX to work with FEMA and place mobile homes to people affected by Hurricanes Ike and Gustav; Sacramento, CA to be teachers' aides' at a K-6 elementary school; Silverton, OR to work on invasive plant species removal and wilderness clean-up; Hattiesburg, MS to rehab houses that still had not been fixed since Hurricane Katrina; and New Orleans, LA to build new houses with Habitat for Humanity. I truly loved every one of the projects we did and still miss all the places I went to and all the friends I made along the way. I keep in touch with many of the close friends that I made, which is fun because we live all over the US, so they would have been people I never would have met if not for the AmeriCorps NCCC program. This really was one of the best experiences of my life and I would highly recommend it to anyone whose looking for adventure and doesn’t mind getting dirty! For more information visit www.americorps.gov or contact Marissa at rissagurl18@aol.com. Submitted March 2011
Stephanie (LaChapelle) Ler ’10

AmeriCorps Vista 2010-2012

I have completed two service terms as an AmeriCorps VISTA member at the Richland County Health Department in Sidney, Montana. Sidney is a small city in frontier Montana that is in the heart of the Bakken oil boom, so it is as bustling within city limits as it is frontier outside the city. Eastern Montana wasn’t exactly ready for another oil boom, so I spent my first year helping local health departments in the region prepare health planning documents. My second year was spent developing action groups to address community-identified health and wellness issues. In a community experiencing unexpected exponential growth, basic infrastructure and quality of life planning lag far behind progression toward newfound industrialization. We battle high rates of chronic and infectious disease with limited access to health care services, adequate housing and basic sanitation such as clean water and proper sewage disposal. This has challenged me to help my community members develop innovative strategies to improve quality of life.

Blessed with a wonderful supervisor and an extremely supportive community, I was able to get my feet wet in true public health practice in a frontier area and learned the ins and outs of my new community and the heart of their health concerns. Although relocating to an isolated area was a bit daunting at first, I was warmly welcomed into the community. My experience in Sidney has been unquestionably life-changing, and I encourage others to branch out to learn and grow as an adult. I have been involved in many community groups and have found additional volunteer opportunities, was able to pursue my Master’s in Public Health degree, and I even met my husband here! My AmeriCorps VISTA experience opened the door to a full-time position at the Health Department and a new life out in the countryside. VISTA positions are available throughout Eastern Montana. For more information contact Stephanie at slachapelle@richland.org or visit www.americorps.gov. Submitted July 2012

Hilary Marck ‘10

Stonehill Extension Dominican Republic 2010-2011

Since the end of July 2010, I have been working at an amazing school in the Dominican Republic through Stonehill’s International Extension Program. My experience has been absolutely life-changing, as I’ve learned and grown in more ways than I could have ever imagined. I don’t think I have ever had a job in which I have believed this much in the significance of my work; a job where each day, I woke up and was truly looking forward to the day ahead. Since high school, I knew that I had a passion for service and travelling to far-away places to work with other communities and learn about their cultures. This fire within me couldn’t be ignored, so I knew that a year of service after graduation was the right choice for me. Now that I am living in La Romana, this passion has been nurtured in such a way that I’ve never felt more alive.

There are a variety of programs that I work on at the Hogar del Niño School in La Romana. One of my favorites is a program that I started for 8th grade girls to address issues such as self-esteem, body image, and how to handle stress. I meet with the girls in small groups each week, and we do fun activities and have excellent conversations surrounding all of these issues. It is enormously rewarding. In addition to this, I’m in charge of the school’s extracurricular program, where I organize art, theater, and English
Greetings from abroad! My name is Austin Matte, I graduated from Stonehill in May of 2009, and am currently serving in the Business Development Sector of Peace Corps, Nicaragua. My primary job is to plan and teach a basic business course, with my local counterparts, to high school students, ages ranging from about 15 to 22. Additionally, I take on secondary projects, which include everything from advising small business owners, to coaching the soccer team at one of the four high schools where I work.

After 11 weeks of training, I moved to site in August of 2010, and that is where I will be until July of 2012. Training consisted of everything needed to successfully adapt to living and working in a foreign culture. It mostly focused on language, though I also worked with a small business owner, a youth group, and even gave a few classes at local high schools. By the time I moved to site, I was ready to take on anything that could be thrown at me.

Since graduating, the Peace Corps has been exactly the experience that I wanted. It entails everything I desired to do; travel, better my Spanish, better my professional career, and of course help others. Aside from being able to use my degree and bettering my professional experience, I have been able to better my own personal experience too. I have a better understanding of culture, government, and people in general. Of course, I have had, and will continue to have, many hard times in dealing with such vast changes, including being apart from family and friends for such an extended period of time. My mantra has been, “This is not forever,” and this helps to see the big picture. I have also met a lot of genuine people, and relating with them certainly helps to get through the harder times as well.

Advice to anyone thinking of taking on something different after graduation: do it. The timing could not be better. This will give you the opportunity to think about what it is you really want to pursue in this life. Not to mention it will be hard to find the opportunity to do anything comparable in the future, after having started a career. In the long run, the time that you think you may be missing out on things back home is so minimal, and you will be doing something worthwhile both for yourself and others. You have been given the privilege of being able to do most anything it is that you want to do at this point in time, so why not try to do something that you will stay with you for the rest of your existence? For more information visit www.peacecorps.gov or contact Austin at austinmatte@gmail.com. Submitted April 2011
Robert Mercede ’07


After graduating Stonehill College in 2007, I completed a ten month term with AmeriCorps NCCC (October 2007 - July 2008). I had already been accepted into graduate school but I wanted the ability to do some volunteering and traveling before I started, so it was the perfect program for me. While in NCCC, I had four major projects, which included environmental work in Portland, OR, helping low-income citizens file their tax returns in Sacramento, CA, working with Habitat for Humanity St. Tammany West in Mandeville, LA, and repairing homes affected by the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina in the Lower Ninth Ward of New Orleans, LA. This program was so unique because of its ability to place me in four distinct neighborhoods literally halfway across the country from each other, where I was able to learn and become proficient in these life skills (all of which were completely foreign to me).

After finishing my Master’s, I have since gone on to do two additional AmeriCorps terms, a 10-week AmeriCorps VISTA position with the Community Building and Organizing Department of Neighborhood Housing Services of New Haven, Inc. and a 10-month term with Public Allies Connecticut, where I am currently placed as the Event and Outreach Coordinator for the Northeast Organic Farming Association of Connecticut.

I think a year of service is important for many people just graduating from college. Some people jump right into the work force and burn out after a couple years. Others graduate, eventually find a job they are content with and go on never getting to step out of their comfort zone. And yet others find the perfect job and couldn’t be happier. All I know is that I feel honored to have been able to be a part of so many amazing experiences and meet some incredible people that will stay with me for life. For more information visit www.americorps.gov or contact Robert at rmercede@gmail.com. Submitted March 2011

Matt Mills ’05

WorldTeach 2010-2011

After graduating Stonehill in 2005, I moved to Los Angeles, CA and after 5 years in the working world I felt compelled to take on a new challenge and devote some of my time and services to those less fortunate. I also had a strong desire to try teaching, and I found a wonderful organization called WorldTeach, which sends volunteers to developing countries for a year to teach English and other subjects. The organization just created a program in Tanzania in Africa, and I was more than eager to sign up as one of the first volunteers for the program. I came to Tanzania in June of 2010 and am currently volunteering as an English teacher at local under-served secondary schools until May of 2011. To say this has been a rewarding experience would be an understatement. Not only has this experience taught me so much about myself, but it has also enlarged my worldview, developed my leadership skills, and inspired me to continue teaching when I return to the U.S. Through this experience, I have learned to truly appreciate all of the values and knowledge that I was fortunate enough to develop and foster during
Katrina Organ ’11

Peace Corps 2011-2013

After I returned home from my study abroad experience during the fall semester of 2009 (my junior year), I knew that I wanted to return to a developing country after I graduated from Stonehill. So, the summer before my senior year, I spent a lot of time looking at post-grad service options. Ultimately, I decided on Peace Corps and began the application in August 2010, right as my senior year began. In the spring of 2011 I learned that I was invited to serve as a Peace Corps Health Volunteer in Ecuador, leaving June 1st, 2011...just 10 days after I graduated Stonehill. I actually asked the placement officer why I was chosen to be a health volunteer because I had no health experience at all. He told me that my focus would be health education, and that the leadership and facilitation roles I held at Stonehill made me a great fit. While I knew that it would be hard on me and even harder on my parents leaving so soon after graduation, I immediately accepted the invitation.

Roughly the first three months for all PCVs (Peace Corps Volunteers) are dedicated to in-country training. I lived with a host family about 45 minutes outside of Quito, and everyday Monday through Friday, I went to a training center where I had classes in language, culture, personal health, and safety, as well as technical training preparing me to be a health volunteer. We also went on two technical trips to see different parts of the country and practice our tech skills. I was trained on how to teach everything from gardening to hand washing to sexual education. Towards the end of training, I was assigned to serve in a small, rural site in the coastal province of Manabí. I arrived to my site on August 18, 2011 and will remain here until August 2013, which means right now I am about half way through my service. One reason I chose the Peace Corps was because they require a 2 year commitment instead of one, and now I understand why. I spent the first 3 months integrating into my community, meeting people, and discussing project ideas with community members. Months 3 through 6 were spent trying to plan and implement projects with my community, and after 7 months in site I finally felt like I had my feet on the ground. One year in, I really feel like I am doing good things; this is an extremely common PCV experience; it is impossible to get a well planned, need based, sustainable project up and running in less than a year. I can’t imagine what it would be like leaving in a month. My work is a mis-match of many different programs. My official counterpart is a doctora who works in a community health clinic. My main project is a project to treat anemia using cast iron pots. There are a huge number of people living with anemia in Ecuador, and we are conducting a study to see how effective iron pots are in treating the disease. I work with the doctor, the other staff, and some volunteers from the community to run health groups for people with hypertension or diabetes, people with disabilities and their families, and the elderly. I also started working with a nutritionist; visiting schools to weigh and measure height of the students, and then implementing a monthly program with their parents to improve nutrition of the kids, since the majority of them are suffering from low weight or malnutrition. My secondary project is teaching a life skills/health class in 2 high schools. Each month, the students in my class learn about a specific theme (for example, nutrition), and at the end of the month, they replicate the information by teaching a class to the younger grades. It hasn’t been easy, and there are a ton of challenges during service, especially during the first few
months in your site. But it is so worth it. I love my host family and they love me, I have great friends in my site, and I feel like I am positively contributing to the community, even if it is only in a small way. One of the things I love most about PC is that you really can make it your own; no 2 Peace Corps volunteers in the last 50 years of its existence have ever had the same experience. I would highly encourage anyone considering post-grad service to at least apply to Peace Corps. It will be the craziest, most amazing, and most life changing 2 years of your life. Submitted July 2012

Matthew Rigby ‘10

Stonehill Extension Honduras 2010-2012

As I begin to think about how to explain my journey these two years in Guaimaca, I find myself returning to a childhood memory of my father saying that the most important attribute of a job is that it be one you enjoy. Before I "grew up," I took this philosophy to heart, and when asked what I wanted to be, I said I wanted a job that I enjoyed each and every day, that money was not the deciding factor. Now I know that I was talking about more than a job, I was talking about my vocation. Through my service here, I have found and started to live my vocation in a way that has changed me so that I am no longer the person who left in January 2011, nor am I the person who left in January 2012. Today I am more than a different person, today I live in a completely different universe, one fabricated by my participation in the world around me during my two years of service. For more information about Extension Honduras visit www.stonehill.edu/extension.xml or email Matt at mrigby788@gmail.com Submitted June 2012

Felicia Waldron ‘09

AmeriCorps Massachusetts Promise Fellowship 2009-2010

After graduating from Stonehill in May 2009, I did a year of service in the Massachusetts Promise Fellowship, which is a program set up through AmeriCorps that places Fellows who commit to a year of service at non-profit organizations, schools, and city agencies across Massachusetts to create, lead, and manage youth development projects. I served as Volunteer Coordinator at St. Stephen’s Youth Programs in Boston. The job position at this site was a great fit and a wonderful opportunity for me because I’d had previous connections with St. Stephen’s Episcopal Church, having worked at their summer academic program as a counselor for the past 2 years. The connection that I had with the youth and staff at St. Stephen’s was only one reason of many as to why I had such an amazing year during my fellowship. The site at which I served was a wonderful place for me to work. As the Volunteer Coordinator for the LEARN at Lenox Afterschool Program set up through St. Stephen’s, I recruited, supervised, and oversaw 72 volunteers from various schools, churches, and organizations in Boston who gave their time and effort to the elementary youth at our program. I had college students from Northeastern, BC, BU, and Regis College who would come in on a weekly basis to run activities and lead academic classes. I also had volunteers from various churches in the Episcopal Diocese who would host special events like our annual
Turkey Wahoo or Holiday Extravaganza, providing meals, gifts, and activities for our 34 youth and their families. I also organized and hosted a day of service at the site, called “Restoring Lenox”, which brought over 35 volunteers to our site on the AmeriCorps National Day of Service to do various restorative projects to the after school program’s site and supplies. (Pictured is the mural painted for the LEARN at Lenox Afterschool Program, on this day of service).

Along with the service work that I did with volunteers, the most meaningful, fun, and rewarding part of my service was that I spent a great part of my time working with the youth themselves. It was rewarding to recruit volunteers and support them as they served the after school program, but the highlight of every one of my days during my year of service, was when I got to spend a few hours working directly with the youth. I was blessed to have the opportunity to serve as an additional counselor at my site, helping kids with homework, leading various activities and classes with them, and being an aide in behavioral management. These were my strongest points in the work that I did, for youth work is where my true passions lie. The interactions with the youth are where my strongest connections were made, and where the significance of my service work was shown.

The Fellowship itself also played a huge part in the meaningfulness and enjoyment of my year of service. It was comprised of 39 Fellows who were working at various non-profits throughout the Boston area, doing similar things to what I was involved in. We also had three incredibly supportive supervisors, who had completed at least one year of service themselves through the Fellowship. There was a very strong support system, and a genuine connection built between all of my fellow Fellows. People were there for you, to listen to and share your stories or challenges. And there was a genuine interest amongst the group in what was going on at everyone’s site, and an overwhelming amount of help and support whenever it was needed. Along with this, the Fellowship did a great job of offering various trainings to its Fellows, in subject areas that pertained to our service work. We received trainings on issues such as social justice, childhood development, group management, and building partnerships. Along with that, MPF was invested in aiding its Fellows in deciding upon their post-service life, offering training seminars on interviewing guidance, and connecting Fellows to a plethora of job or education opportunities once their year of service ended.

My year of service was a wonderfully uplifting, challenging, and meaningful experience. It helped me to develop and grow personally, professionally, and spiritually. I learned more about my capabilities, my skills, and my passions. And most importantly, I made a real difference and positive impact on the inner city Boston community. I built relationships with the families in the neighborhoods in which I served which continue to flourish today, as I have returned to my host site to be a counselor at their after school program now. And I developed partnerships between my host site and various organizations which have carried on throughout the year once my service ended. My year serving through the Massachusetts Promise Fellowship is one that I will never forget, as it has led me to be the worker and person that I am now, with the passions and skills that I now possess. For more information about Massachusetts Promise Fellowship visit www.masspromisefellows.org or contact Felicia at felicia.waldron@gmail.com. Submitted April 2011

Jessica Wirth ’10

Christian Appalachian Project 2010-2011

My experience at CAP (Christian Appalachian Project) in Johnson and Martin County, KY has been one of great life lessons and growth. I have found myself growing not only personally, in my relationships and experiences, but in a professional manner as well. As someone who intends to find a job in the teaching field upon completion of my experiences with CAP, working at the Child Development Center has taught me lessons about what kind of a teacher I want to be; the
classroom management styles I prefer, and how exactly to work with children to give both them, and myself, the best experience in education. In my (almost) nine months with CAP, I have been given the opportunity to become a leader in my community, experience my Catholic faith in a new environment while also learning about other Christian faiths, and learn what it really means to live with people and a common goal. I have learned to stand up for myself, to advocate for myself and the children I work with, and to interact with people in a positive way. My experience with CAP has truly been a gift in my life, and one that I would definitely repeat. For more information visit www.christianapp.org or contact Jessica at jesswirth@gmail.com. Submitted March 2011